CVEC Board of Directors

Front Row, left to right: Dan Benson – Chairman, Dave ompson – Treasurer,
Jan Lundebrek – Secretary, Dale Tolifson – Vice Chairman.
Back Row, left to right: Chuck DeGrote, Gene Fynboh, Dave Nagler, Kent Evenson, Roger Longhenry.

CVEC Management

Front Row, left to right: Mike Jerke – General Manager, Chad Friese – Commodities Manager,
Paul Kramer – EHS Manager, Deb Mennis – Finance/Administration Manager.
Back Row, left to right: Scott Tostenson – Maintenance Manager, Andy Zurn – Engineering Manager,
Andrew DeBoer – Lab Manager, John Kent – Plant Manager.

Letter from Management
Mike Jerke, General Manager

Vision
To ensure the success of CVAC
as a multi-generational company.

Mission
CVAC is focused on
generating distributions to our members
by engaging in opportunities to increase the value
of agriculture production.

Identity
e board of directors and management spent considerable time during
2011 discussing the Company vision, mission and values. e process
generated the statements above which you will note are included
throughout this year’s report. ese statements provide the expectations
and guidance which we gauge whether or not we are on the right path.
And while that guidance is important in identifying what Chippewa
Valley Ethanol Company is, they do not tell us much about who makes
up CVEC.
• CVEC is 950 individual member/partners that have
invested in CVEC and believe in the value represented
in the Vision and Mission.
• CVEC is 9 board members.
• CVEC is 49 employees.
CVEC is a broader community as our members and employees
thrive beyond 270 20th Street Northwest, Benson, Minnesota. As
we interact among our colleagues, neighbors, and friends we all wear
many hats. Some of us are active with industry related groups, some sit
on county boards, economic development groups, school boards, civic
organizations, growers associations, hospital advisory boards, livestock
associations, volunteer ﬁre departments and churches. All of that
involvement ultimately is carried with us back to CVEC. And the
Company is stronger for it.
As mentioned earlier, a part of CVEC is brought with us into the
community at large. Each of us has a sphere of inﬂuence and it is
likely much larger than we give ourselves credit for. It is within our
ability to educate the misinformed, correct the oft repeated falsehoods
and aﬀect change.
We can choose to have a powerful voice and define ourselves or we
can choose to accept the definition assigned to us by others.
For too long the ethanol industry has been on the receiving end of
withering, unsubstantiated criticism. In a number of arenas our society
has seemingly moved to a place where there is no room for a civil
debate on issues and merits. As a group and individually we need to
challenge mischaracterizations and demand proper context. Representatives
of Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company are active with, or on the board
of, a number of groups including; Renewable Fuels Association, American
Coalition for Ethanol, Renewable Fuels Foundation, Minnesota Corn
Growers Association, National Corn Growers Association and, in 2011,
we became a founding member of the Minnesota Biofuels Association.

Along with the organizations just listed, management and the CVEC
board of directors have been discussing the issue of public perception
and how to improve it. We are participating in several eﬀorts en mass
but have also recognized that we need to do some work right here at
home. Accordingly, we are funding 30 second commercial spots in
several area movie theaters.
ese quick educational commercials run before every main feature
at each theater the promotion is in. CVEC is directly funding the
campaign in St. Cloud, Willmar, and Morris. Minnesota Biofuels
Association is funding the campaign at a location in Minneapolis.
And fellow ethanol producer, Al-Corn Clean Fuels in Claremont is
supporting the advertisement in Owatonna and Lakeville. With the
promotions already in place our positive ethanol message will be
previewed before over 1,500 movies each week. We are looking
forward to adding more partners throughout the year.

Milestones
e impetus to develop a farmer owned corn-to-ethanol facility in
Benson was the desire to add value to local corn production and,
by extension, provide an economic boost to the area. As the Financial
Data table points out, since beginning production in 1996 CVEC
has manufactured over 500 million gallons of ethanol, utilizing
185 million bushels of corn, which also created 62 million tons of
distillers grains. e products sold by CVEC generated $1.1 billion of
revenue. After spending for goods and services, that revenue provided
for $113 million of net income (book) and over $80 million of cash
distributions. As one contemplates the impact CVEC has had over the
years it is truly a remarkable economic engine. Kudos to the founding
members of Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company for their vision and
dedication in seeing the dream come to fruition.
I am pleased to report that the ﬁnancial condition of the Company
is solid. During ﬁscal 2011 CVEC generated cash that allowed us to,
among other things, payout $7.7 million to our members, invest $3.4
million in equipment upgrades and improvements, and pay oﬀ our
long-term debt of $2.78 million. Negotiations with our lead lender
CoBank were fruitful in producing more attractive terms to our credit
facility. As detailed in the audit, we now have a $9 million revolving
note that is supplemented with a $3 million seasonal line to support
our corn buying needs.
After the initial equity investment, our balance sheet is built and
supported by operations. In this regard, there are a number of
achievements that bear mentioning.
2011 records include:
• Ethanol production of 48.68 million gallons. It is important
to note that corn usage was not a record. In other words, our
yield of 2.81 undenatured gallons per bushel allowed us to use
less corn while producing more gallons. In late 2011 we
received our amended air permit from the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency. Our old permit limited the quantity of gallons
we could produce (an output limit). e new permit limits the
gallons per minute of beer feed through the process (a truer
processing limit). We appreciate this change as it encourages,
rather than discourages, yield eﬃciency.
• Corn oil yield of 0.46 pounds per bushel (7.85 million pounds).
Corn oil has proved to be an important addition to our product
mix adding $3.16 million of revenue (gross) to the Company.
Our plant design does not lend itself to easily extracting corn
oil. e nature of our process is such that the oil is tightly bound
up, or emulsiﬁed, in the syrup stream. It is diﬃcult to separate
and we lose 25%-33% of the available oil in the process.

We continue to concentrate on improving our yield to the
upper tier of 0.65+ pounds per bushel achieved by some in
our industry.
• Natural Gas eﬃciency of 31,201 BTU’s per gallon of production.
While this is not yet where we need to be in relation to industry,
it is a marked improvement from prior years. It is instructive to
note that only 5 years ago the BTU per gallon ﬁgure was 38,400.
Most of the $3.4 million of capital expenditures this year were
targeted at improving our natural gas energy eﬃciency. We will
see additional improvement from this project in 2012.
• Electrical eﬃciency of 1.04 kilowatts per gallon of production.
As with natural gas we still have a ways to go to be competitive
against new plants. But it compares quite favorably at a 13%
decline from the 1.20 kilowatts per gallon level realized in 2003.
e dual plant design of CVEC presents a challenging environment
for achieving optimum electrical eﬃciency. Despite the lack of
low hanging fruit, staﬀ continues to creatively identify areas for
improvement. For instance, maintenance staﬀ found that replacing
the blades on our cooling tower fans with more eﬃcient models
could save 54,950 kilowatts per year. ey also installed variable
frequency drives on our boiler feed pump and liquefaction
feed pump to save an additional 340,100 kilowatts per year.
Together these three projects will
save the Company $23,700 per year.
A signiﬁcant energy user is our chiller which supplements cooling tower
capacity in the summer months. Here again, staﬀ devised a
method for
reducing operating time by as much as 40% compared to the
average over the last 6 years. e savings here is
conservatively 280,000 kilowatts per year

Frontline BioEnergy, LLC
As communicated throughout 2011, we sold down our ownership
interest from 53% to 10% to SGC Energia. Because of this reduction
the 2011 audit reﬂects a deconsolidation of Frontline’s ﬁnancials from
our own. Bear in mind that 2010 comparative values continue to
include Frontline business.

Capital Expenditures
A major focus in 2012 in terms of capital expenditures will be the
expansion of our rail siding. e rail, distillers grains building, and
associated handling equipment are essentially unchanged from when
CVEC was producing 15 million gallon per year in 1996. Plant output
has more than tripled and it is time to bring the “back-end” of the
process up to date. Our plans call for the addition of track to support
the siding of 26 cars bringing our total working space to 50 cars. We
also anticipate installing an additional load-out rack to facilitate quicker
tanker loading or the loading of two diﬀerent products at the same
time. Our aging rail car mover will be replaced with a larger unit that is
capable of handling more cars and can also be operated remotely.
As with all of our capital projects, we expect an attractive payback on
the expenditure. In this case it is diﬃcult to precisely quantify but this
is what we know:
• Demurrage (that is, charges for not being able to receive
empty cars when the railroad was ready to drop them oﬀ)
last year was $225,000. e total over the last three years
was just over $425,000. Track expansion should eliminate
demurrage charges from unavailable space in Benson.

providing an additional reduction of $17,000 per year on our
electric bill.
While the dollar savings may not seem compelling, it all adds
up and chips away at the electrical ineﬃciency. I am pleased
with the diligence of our employee team in searching out these
“needle-in-a-haystack” type items.

Glacial Grain Spirits
Sales and performance in our industrial and beverage business,
Glacial Grain Spirits (GGS), contributing $1.5 million to bottom
line but trailed last year by 700,000 gallons and $1.1 million. While
the reduced return is a disappointment, we continue to see great
opportunity in this area. As discussed previously, GGS has proven it
is able to manufacture a number of quality products and the task at
hand is to concentrate on those that provide the best return to the
company. We have focused on developing relationships that provide
for exactly that outcome and our eﬀorts will continue.

Guardian
Our investment in other ethanol producers has been especially
beneﬁcial this year. Contributions to CVEC net income from
Guardian (Janesville and Lima) was $3.2 million or approximately
20% of our total. We continue to believe that these investments
provide another level of diversiﬁcation that mitigates regional
production or transportation issues.
In order to continue to evaluate opportunistic investments in this
space, the group of plants that comprise Guardian Energy created
Guardian Energy Management as a separate entity for just this purpose.
Because the investors are not the same in Janesville and Lima it made
sense to develop a mechanism to provide fair opportunity to evaluate
and participate in future ventures.
• ere are four holidays a year observed by the railroads that
create a three day weekend. is is not accounting for any
snow/weather related events. During these periods CVEC
must be able to store our DDG production or count on truck
shipments to keep our products from ﬁlling up the available
storage. If we are unable to keep up the risk is slowdown/
shutdown. To avoid that scenario, we undoubtedly have to
shift product to truck shipment regardless of freight economics.
Access to additional rail cars, via track expansion, allows for
holding larger quantities of product on site.
While not planned for 2012, we expect that distillers handling and
storage will need to be upgraded in the future as well.

In Closing
CVEC’s 2011 operating results are sound evidence of the good year
we had. But that satisfying ﬁnancial achievement does not mean all is
well in our industry. It is telling that in a year that is being hailed as
among the most unproductive in terms of congressional activity, one
of the only issues that generated an illogical level of consensus in
Washington, DC was that ethanol from corn was “bad”. Moreover,
too many other voices in agriculture either agreed with this assessment
or were silent. e various segments of production agriculture cannot
aﬀord to be at odds with one another. It is not too dramatic to paraphrase
Benjamin Franklin, “We must all hang together or assuredly we will
all hang separately.”
e ethanol industry has a story to tell and one that we can all be
proud of. Energy independence is essential. Production agriculture
is important. Clean air matters. ose statements are as true today as
they were 16 years ago and Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company will
continue to be part of the solution.
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Guide to Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company and Related Entities
Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company (CVEC) can be
correctly thought of as an ethanol plant located in
Benson, Minnesota but there are a number of entities
that make up the complete CVEC family.The following
description is designed to clarify the numerous
relationships.
There are two primary pillars of the CVEC organization: Chippewa Valley Agrafuels Cooperative
(CVAC) and, Chippewa Valley Ethanol Company,
LLLP (CVEC). An investment in CVEC is actually an
investment/ownership in both CVAC and CVEC.
CVAC is the company that owns the plant, property,
and equipment and in turn leases those assets to
CVEC. Because this is where the physical assets
reside, our loan from CoBank is secured through
this entity (dba. Liquid Capital). Additionally, the
Cooperative contains the corn delivery requirement.
CVAC is the general partner in CVEC which is
structured as a Limited Liability Limited Partnership
(LLLP). Membership in CVAC is based on shares which
are equivalent to bushels of required corn delivery.
The “shares” in CVAC equal the “units” in CVEC.
CVEC is the processing company. All the employees
and inventory reside in this entity. Along with CVAC, the
members are partners in CVEC.The structure of CVEC
means tax liability is borne by the partners. The vast
majority of income and expense items that flow to the
Statement of Operations originate in CVEC. An
investment in CVEC is based on units and the number
of units represent the percentage of the company
owned. The “units” in CVEC are equivalent to the
“shares” in CVAC. CVEC houses all of the subsidiary
companies, including:

Glacial Grain Spirits (GGS): Our industrial and
beverage grade alcohol are manufactured under this
entity. 100% CVEC owned.

Frontline BioEnergy, LLC: A gasification
technology company headquartered in Ames, Iowa.
10% owned by CVEC.

Renewable Products Marketing Group (RPMG):
Owned by 14 ethanol producers RPMG is an
ethanol and co-products marketing company that
CVEC was a founding member of. Headquartered
in Shakopee, Minnesota, RPMG currently markets
approximately 1 billion gallons of ethanol and
1 million tons of distillers grains annually. RPMG
employs over 25 people. 8.33% CVEC owned.

Benson Corn Pool (BCP): An autonomous, fee-based
corn purchasing company for the use of CVAC
shareholders who would rather another entity handle
their physical delivery requirement.

Guardian Eagle: Organized as a vehicle to
fund investment in ethanol related businesses.
Investments were made in two start-up ethanol
producers. 11% CVEC owned.
KAAPA Ethanol: 55 mgy ethanol producer
located in Minden, Nebraska. 5% Guardian Eagle
owned.
Bushmills Ethanol: 55 mgy ethanol producer
located in Atwater, Minnesota. 7% Guardian
Eagle owned.
Guardian – Janesville: A 110 mgy ethanol facility
located in Janesville, Minnesota. It was purchased
out of bankruptcy by six farmer-owned ethanol
companies in 2009. 12% CVEC owned.
Guardian – Lima: A 60 mgy ethanol facility located
in Lima, Ohio. It was purchased by three farmerowned ethanol companies (51%) and Paladin
Capital (49%) in 2010. 12% of the majority portion
CVEC owned.

The business structure for CVEC was developed prior
to the Minnesota Cooperative Associations Act that was
codified as statute 308(b) in 2003. The creation of the
308(b) Cooperative eliminated the need for a valueadded processing company, such as CVEC, to create
two distinctly different companies designed to operate
in a similar fashion. However, because CVEC has been
organized and operating in its current structure, it is
onerous to change to a different form. There were no
provisions in 308(b) to allow an existing value added
processing company to roll into the new organizational
structure. We have studied the challenges of making
this change to streamline our configuration but the
members would face significant tax liability. Essentially,
CVEC would be treated as if we had sold the Company
and a calculation of basis gain would have to be made.
The Audit analyzes each company and goes through
a series of steps to roll the different entities into one allencompassing report. The designations are:
Consolidated Report: This report includes all the
entities EXCEPT the information from CVAC. Partner
tax liability is computed from the Consolidated
information.
Combined Report: This is the report that covers the
business of the entire Company.

CVEC Management and Staﬀ

aDMInIStratIon – Front Row, left to right: Darlene Wilts,
Janet Pagel, Wendy Johnson, Denise Bakken. Back Row, left to right: Mike Jerke,
Marcia Connolly, Deb Mennis, Chad Friese, Andy Zurn, Vince Copa.

LoaDout – Front Row, left to right: Neal Erickson,
Bill Bridgland. Back Row, left to right: Mark Schwarz, Jerome Kent.

pLant ManaGEMEnt anD StaFF –
Left to right: Steve Benson, John Kent, Paul Kramer,
Andrew DeBoer, Bob Jewell. Inset photo: Kevin Wilts.

MaIntEnanCE – Front Row, left to right: Scott Tostenson, Luke Olson, Chad Koziol,
Steve Olson. Back Row, left to right: Jody Pillatzki, Mark Plumhoﬀ, Phil omson, Pete Melby.

opEratIonS CrEw – Front Row, left to right: Ryan Zimmerman, Jamie Schwiderski.
Back Row, left to right: Jim Feldman, Lee Goulet, Jim Lien, Rich Krueger.

opEratIonS CrEw – Left to right: Matt Jensen, John Fremling,
Tom Milander, Matt Zempel, Mike Stepina.

opEratIonS CrEw – Front Row, left to right: Jason Schwendemann,
Shane Ostwald. Back Row, left to right: Tyler DeVore, Rex Nagel, Doug Schlief.

opEratIonS CrEw – Left to right: Abe Jorgenson, Matt Cook, Doug Schliep,
Dave Douvier, Sean Roemen, Paul Baier.

